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1. Purpose of the exercises:
The purpose of the exercise is the practical use of the GPS GPS Compass KGC1 GPS receiver, manufactured by Koden, including the navigational function to
determine the course, position, and assessment of its accuracy on the basis of
statistical analysis and error theory.

2. Theoretical issues:
The scope of theoretical preparation:
To pass the exercise student have to know the principle of the GPS system. In
particular, the following applies: knowledge of GPS system segments, principles of
position line measurement and the fix position.

The introductory part:
The initial part of the report should contain
- Header table
- The purpose of the exercise
3. Description of the measurement system
Exercise is carried out in room 408 at the position of the GPS Compass KGC-1
navigation receiver with the Conrad wireless camera and a PC computer with CAM
and TERMINAL programs installed.

Fig. 4.1. GPS Compass KGC-1 receiver.

The GPS Compass KGC-1 is a 9-channel receiver that uses two antennas for receiving
a signal. The receiver has two ports that enable cooperation with other devices through
the NMEA 0183 protocol. In addition, the first port also supports the KODEN format,
which allows data exchange with another receiver and cooperation with a computer.

4. Conduct the exercise


Turn on the computer and login as a student,



Open the shortcut to the "RealTerm" program,



To make measurements, select Port 1, Baund 4800 and press Change,



Go to Capture, File select Pulpit and name your File.



Go to Start:Overwrite



After 5 minutes of observation, press stop Capture



To make calculations, open MS Excel 2013 from the Pulpit, select “ Otwórz
inne skoroszyty” from the exel (bottom left corner), next press Komputer,
Change to “wszystkie pliki” and open your File, confirm Yes “tak”,



The first step is to select the file type: Separated “Rozdzielany” and go
Next “Dalej” and to Finish press ‘’Zakończ”,



In the second step, choose “Ograniczniki – Przecinek”, and go Next –
“Dalej”



In MS Excel go to Dane / Filtr / Autofiltr. The Autofilter arrows will appear.



In column A, click the arrow and select $ GPHDT, and confirm OK.



Then the filtered values mark from Column B with the combination of Ctrl +
Shift + ↓ button, copy Ctrl + C and paste into a new sheet,



Then in this new sheet using the functions available in the program for all
registered values should be calculated:
- average,
- standard deviation,
- determine what the range of angle change is at 95% confidence
level.



After completing the calculations, return to the worksheet with the name of
the source file. With the AutoFilter arrow in column A, select $ GPGGA
and press OK.



Select column C (this is your latitude), copy and paste all column into a
new sheet,



Repeat this operation for column E (this is your longitude),



To obtain in this way the value of fi and Ia (lambda) in adjacent columns.



The copied data is in the numerical format (the first two characters represent
the degrees and next characters represents minutes). The values should be
converted into minutes.

Value in minutes =(5325.746-5300) + 53*60
 From the values obtained in minutes, use MS Excel to calculate:
- the average deviation for "fi" (φ) and "la" (λ). For example:
Press =(średniaA1”fi”-5300)+53*60
Press=(średniaB1 “la” – 1400)+14*60
- using the no "00" instruction calculate the circular error (use formula 1.11).
5. Raptor
According to your calculation in excel the report should include:
 Average and standard deviations obtained from calculations,
 Formulas on which calculations were made,
 Calculate the root mean square error
 Conclusions, printout of text files with registered data and printout of MS
Excel sheets should be attached.

